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Abstract 
 
The purpose of this internship report is to review and provide recommendations to KID 
smART based primarily from my work with the organization from March through July of 
2009. During this time, I worked directly with the Executive Director and the Program 
Director. The following report provides a detailed analysis of the organization, including 
organizational structure, funding, programs, and marketing as they stood at the time of my 
internship: summer of 2009. Due to the amount of time that has passed since the time of 
my internship, I will also include updates as to where the organization stands as of summer 
2014. Additionally, the report will take a look back at my work with the organization, what 
has changed in the years since, and how the organization can continue to grow.  
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Introduction 
 
 Art is neither a privilege nor reward for good behavior. It is educational, it is an 
identity for entire cities and cultures, and it is the driving force of the economy for some 
regions. In New Orleans alone, music and art are major factors in the city’s tourism and 
economy. Why is it then that many schools feel that when budget cuts are to be made, the 
arts generally suffer before any other subject matter? Instead of cutting arts, KID smART, a 
local organization, is integrating arts into every subject, working every day to show that 
arts are essential to education. The following report will review KID smART with an in-
depth look into its history and structure, marketing strategies that are employed today, an 
analysis of the organization, and a detailed look back at my time working with KID smART 
in 2009. The goal of this report is to provide insight into what KID smART can do to better 
utilize its resources, and recommendations on areas for growth.  
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Chapter One: KID smART 
 
 The following section provides an overview of KID smART, including information on 
its formation and what it has grown to become. Providing a look into the organization will 
allow an opportunity to later analyze its strengths and weaknesses, comparable non-
profits, and provide strong recommendations to move forward.  
History 
 
KID smART was founded in February of 1999 by Campbell Hutchinson and Allison 
Stewart.  Stewart and Hutchinson, both artists in their own right, began the organization in 
the hope of providing visual arts education to New Orleans youth outside of their 
classrooms. The first undertaking was the Plate Project.1 This pilot program took place on 
Saturday mornings at Fischer Elementary School, utilizing four teaching artists serving 
twenty children.   
By the next year, KID smART had doubled in size and expanded to a second school, 
Guste Elementary School, in Central City New Orleans. In 2001, only the third year in 
existence for the organization, KID smART unveiled the pilot program that would become 
Artists in the Classroom, and reached more than six times the students that it had reached 
in the previous year.2   
Not stopping there, KID smART continued to expand its reach and programming as 
the years continued.  In 2003, the organization began offering summer programming, and 
in 2005, KID smART introduced Arts Experience in Schools (AXIS).3  As of summer 2009, 
                                                 
1 Appendix K: 2004 KID smART Annual Report 
2 Appendix K: 2004 KID smART Annual Report 
3 Appendix K: 2004 KID smART Annual Report 
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KID smART provided arts education to more than 3,400 students in sixteen schools and 
organizations.4 
Mission & Goals 
As the organization has expanded, the mission of the organization has evolved. In 
creating the organization, Stewart and Hutchinson focused on introducing underprivileged 
students to visual arts and nature. The organization’s original mission statement reflects 
this priority of arts education: 
To teach under-served children positive life skills through the visual arts. 
The aim for our students is to develop skills and knowledge that allow 
them to better perceive their world, better express their experience, and, 
finally, to instill a love of learning that will serve them long after they leave 
school.5 
 
Over the years, the organization initiated a mission shift to include all art forms, and 
rightly restructured its mission statement to reflect this change:  
To work with the arts to engage children in learning, while focusing on arts 
integration – linking instruction in the arts with instruction in the academic 
curriculum – to support student, teacher and school success.6   
 
Creating a concise and yet all-encompassing mission statement such as this allows 
the organization to continue to evolve seamlessly within its mission, providing them the 
opportunity to undertake most any arts program while limiting the risk of mission drift. 
While still focusing on the impact that arts have on children, the updated mission statement 
also brings focus to the area of arts integration and the benefits it has on teachers, students, 
                                                 
4 Note: as of summer 2014 KID smART provides various arts services to more than 6,000 students at 16 
partner schools and organizations. See Appendix XX for details 
5 Appendix K: 2004 KID smART Annual Report 
6 Appendix J: 2012 Form 990 
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and schools alike. The organization strives to accomplish the current mission through its 
various program areas and partnerships with both schools and arts organizations.   
Establishing the goals of an organization and understanding how these goals are 
actually met is often equally as important as the mission statement. In order to successfully 
carry out a mission, the staff of an organization must not only know their intended goals, 
but also how it is they plan to reach those goals. KID smART’s current goals, as stated in the 
annual report, are to “provide students with high-quality arts instruction, make teaching 
and learning exciting, and teach the whole child.”7 
KID smART is able to reach these objectives by providing educated and highly 
trained artists in the classroom, re-energizing current teachers through the Professional 
Development Programs, and reinforcing the ideas and lessons of the arts through all 
programming.8     
Programs 
 KID smART focuses primarily on integrating arts into the classroom through 
common curriculum and artists.  To do so, the staff provides teaching artists and 
professional training to classroom teachers through the Professional Development and 
Artists in the Classroom Programs (AIC), both of which are further discussed below.  The 
organization’s additional programs are community based for New Orleans area children 
who do not attend a KID smART partnering school.  
                                                 
7 Appendix L: 2009 KID smART Annual Report 
8 KID smART.  2013.  22 June 2013.  <http://kidsmart.org/professional_development.html> 
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Arts Professional Development 
 
The majority of programming that KID smART focuses on revolves around the 
various forms of Arts Professional Development. As many of the Professional Development 
programs bring in earned revenue for the organization through contracts with 
participating schools, it is not surprising to see the greatest amount of time and effort being 
placed in this programmatic area.  
At the time of my internship, the Arts Professional Development programming was 
anchored in one primary area, The Arts Experience In Schools (AXIS) Program. As of 2009 
and continuing through 2014, KID smART has provided professional development through 
a multifaceted approach, including AXIS, all of which focuses on providing professional 
development opportunities for teachers in the area of arts integration. AXIS continues to 
focus on providing teachers in greater New Orleans area schools with the knowledge, 
materials, and resources necessary to incorporate arts into their common curriculum. At 
the time of my internship, there were thirteen partnering schools.9 KID smART teams up 
with the faculty and administration from each school and provides professional, hands-on 
development activities for the teachers. All participating schools and teachers sign a 
contract stating that they will fully engage in the program, and in return the teachers 
receive a stipend at the end of the school year.10 This requires that he or she attend all 
required meetings, training sessions, studios, school observations, and focus groups. These 
teachers are also required to provide a model lesson plan integrating an art form of their 
choice, as well as a model lesson plan involving a field trip to one of KID smART’s partner 
organizations, such as a performance presented by the New Orleans Ballet Association. As 
                                                 
9 As of 2014, KID smART works within 10 schools, and 3 partner organizations 
10 Appendix A: Artist Contract 
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part of the partnership, KID smART subsidizes the cost of field trips to partner 
organizations. If these requirements are not met, the teacher receives a reduced stipend, 
depending on how many requirements are missing by the end of the school year.  
The aforementioned professional development training sessions and studios each 
pertain to a different art form. Each session hosts a professional artist as a guest speaker, 
who describes and provides examples on how to implement his or her specific art form. 
Past sessions have included Storytelling, Paper Making, Drumming, and Visual Arts.11 
During these sessions, the teachers become the students. They are walked through 
potential lesson plans, learn about different art forms, and interact with other teachers 
from across the metro area. 
At the end of the school year, each teacher is asked to provide his or her two model 
lesson plans, which are then posted in a “Cookbook of Lesson Plans”.  These lessons are 
compiled, formatted, bound, and distributed during the Closing Session of that year’s AXIS 
Program.12   
To reinforce the skills and knowledge learned during AXIS, KID smART provides 
Arts Integrated Coaching for participants of the AXIS Program. This includes AXIS 
classroom leaders observing the classroom of participating teachers, providing feedback 
and one-on-one coaching. Additionally, in the years since the 2009 internship, the 
organization has implemented the Teacher Leader Project, in which teachers in 
participating schools are provided advanced training in arts integration techniques beyond 
the AXIS Program. The purpose of this facet of the Arts Professional Development 
Programs is to provide further guidance and implementation within participating schools. 
                                                 
11 Appendix B: AXIS 2008-2009 Schedule 
12 Appendix H: Closing Session Plan 
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To do so, the teachers participating in the Teacher Leader Project are tasked with guiding 
other teachers, providing professional development opportunities and spreading arts 
integration throughout their schools.  
As a means to reach more teachers throughout the area, KID smART is reaching out 
to non-participating schools to provide school-based workshops. These workshops bring in 
KID smART teaching artists to introduce faculty and administration to the benefits of arts 
integration. This is an effective way for the organization to continue its mission, and 
potentially recruit future participating schools.  
While most of these new forms of professional development build on the AXIS 
Program, one of the most recent developments focuses on professional development for  
KID smART’s own staff and its Teaching Artists.  KID smART has recently implemented a 
new program in conjunction with the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in 
Washington, D.C.  This program, the Teaching Artist Professional Development Program, 
provides “formal training in design and implementation of effective arts integration 
residencies, effective professional development workshops for classroom teachers, and 
embedded coaching in the classroom. Teaching Artists meet twice monthly. Online 
communications links among staff and teaching artists enhance the formal training.”13 This 
program is focused on providing internal professional development for KID smART staff 
members, specifically the Teaching Artists and Programming staff. These professional 
development sessions are held in Washington, D.C., while many can be attended via online 
communications. The Teaching Artist Professional Development Program allows the KID 
smART staff to share experiences with other arts integration specialists from across the 
                                                 
13 KID smART.  2013.  22 June 2013.  <http://kidsmart.org/professional_development.html> 
ttp://kidsmart.org/professional_development.html 
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country, providing opportunities for collaboration, partnership, and internal growth. 
Expanding the training of Teaching Artists to the national level is a great achievement for 
KID smART. Not only does this provide substantial opportunities to collaborate with other 
similar organizations across the country, but it also provides a broader and more advanced 
training opportunity for the organization, as well as an established partnership with a 
national organization. This partnership will deepen the organization’s knowledge in the 
area of arts integration. 
Professional Teacher Development is the key to fully integrating arts into common 
curriculum. By expanding upon an already successful program, KID smART has set up a 
solid model of continuous professional development, ensuring that its efforts originally put 
forth in the AXIS Program are successful, and are being shared throughout the participating 
schools.  
Artists in the Classroom Program 
The Artists in the Classroom Program (AIC) places professional artists in teaching 
residencies.  These residencies may last anywhere from eight weeks to a full year. The 
artists are placed in one of the ten participating schools and can act as reinforcement for 
the teachers participating in the AXIS Program. AIC teaching artists collaborate with the 
classroom teachers and plan activities that enhance the students’ daily academic lessons. 
Because of this collaboration between teaching artist and classroom teacher, the 
artists-in-residence are able to teach various art forms to students while also providing 
further education in many of the common curriculum areas. Through this program, KID 
smART is fully implementing its previously stated goal of teaching the whole child.  For 
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example, while providing instruction on circus arts, the educators are also helping students 
learn to communicate with one another, work as a team, and build self-confidence. When 
participating in drama, the students are also focusing their reading and interpretation 
skills, respect for each other, and, again, self-confidence.   
Community Based Programming 
KID smART is not only available for students in participating schools, but also for 
children throughout the New Orleans community. During the summer months, KID smART 
partners with several summer camp programs such as Volunteers of America and the 
Porch Cultural Center.  This partnership consists of placing professional Teaching Artists 
within summer camp programs as requested. This benefits both the Teaching Artists, who 
now have a source of income over the summer months, as well as the summer camp 
attendees who are introduced to arts in a new and refreshing environment. KID smART 
charges nothing for this service, as it is acting primarily as a convener for the artists and 
the summer programs.  
Plate Project 
KID smART began its operation with the Plate Project in 1999. The 2008-2009 
school year was the culmination of this program, as participation and funding had recently 
dropped. The Plate Project was a program held for community children who would come to 
the KID smART office on Saturday mornings. Over a series of weeks, a teaching artist would 
work with the children and provide instruction on creating and designing individual 
ceramic dinner plates. KID smART would then sell the plates on behalf of the children and 
create a savings account for each to deposit his or her earnings.  The goal of this program 
10 
 
was to not only provide arts education, but also entrepreneurial skills and the child’s first 
introduction to finances and savings.     
Model Schools Initiative 
 
 The Model Schools Initiative is a relatively new program for KID smART. At the time 
of my internship, summer 2009, the program was only in the early planning stages. During 
that time, discussion arose of implementing an initiative to provide a complete arts 
integration service to participating schools. In the years since my internship, this plan has 
developed into the Model Schools Initiative. Over the course of the 2013 to 2015 academic 
years, this program will run at three participating schools: ARISE Academy, Martin 
Behrman Elementary, and Langston Hughes Academy.14 With the goal of raising each 
school to model arts integration school status, the program is the most intensive and in-
depth strategy that KID smART has endeavored to date. The Initiative currently employs 
arts integration across every curriculum within these three schools. Beyond this intensive 
approach, KID smART is also implementing all previously mentioned Professional 
Development Programs within these schools, as well as continuous evaluation. The 
Initiative will be considered a success if the schools can maintain arts integration practices 
once the initiative has completed.   
Evaluation 
As a part of its programming, KID smART implements ways to measure the 
effectiveness of its programming by evaluating all involved: participating artists, teachers, 
                                                 
14 KID smART.  2013.  22 June 2013.  <http://kidsmart.org/professional_development.html> 
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students, and schools. This assessment process consists of evaluation forms filled out by 
participating teachers, administrators, and students. An outside party then performs focus 
groups for all participating teachers and teaching artists.   
To determine how KID smART’s programming is affecting participating students on 
an academic level, the organization requires the LEAP test scores of its students, as well as 
the overall scores from its participating schools. Beyond reviewing objective test scores, 
the organization also reviews subjective responses from participating students, teachers, 
and principals.  
All of this information is compiled and transferred to Dr. Pam Jenkins of the 
University of New Orleans. Dr. Jenkins and her team evaluate the information and provide 
the results that will be used in each year's Annual Report. The data that she reviewed for 
the 2008-2009 school year showed that more than 80 percent of classroom teachers felt 
the KID smART program had an impact on student learning and that it supported their 
curriculum.15 The most recent report revealed that all participating teachers found that 
arts integration “had a positive impact on students’ love of learning.”16 
Organizational Structure 
Board of Directors 
 
The board of directors for any non-profit organization is composed of members 
whose duty it is to be the governing body of the organization. While founding KID smART, 
Campbell Hutchinson and Allison Stewart created the first board of directors to oversee the 
                                                 
15 Appendix L: 2009 KID smART Annual Report 
16 Appendix M: 2012 KID smART Executive Summary 
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management of the organization. The originating board consisted of Hutchinson and 
Stewart, as well as Clancy DuBos and Claudia Garofalo.   
The original Articles of Incorporation for KID smART state that board members 
could each hold a term of one year and until their successors were deemed qualified to take 
their positions.17  By 2002, this was amended to allow board members to serve two-year 
terms with a maximum of three successive terms.18  This was amended again in 2007, 
creating board term limits in which a member could serve two three-year terms, after 
which “members must cycle off unless they hold or are elected to office or chairmanship of 
a committee.”19  
The series of amendments affecting board member terms seems to indicate a 
possible issue with founders not wanting to relinquish their positions as decision makers.  
This issue seems to have been handled later in 2007 with a further amendment to create a 
Director Emeritus board member position.  This position is a lifetime honorary position 
reserved for individuals who have provided exceptional services to KID smART.  A Director 
Emeritus may attend any and all board meetings, but he or she is not a voting member.  As 
of 2009, and continuing into 2014, the only two Directors Emeriti were Campbell 
Hutchinson and Allison Stewart.   
Staff Members 
From day one, founders Campbell Hutchinson and Allison Stewart entrusted Echo 
Olander to lead KID smART as Executive Director. Echo Olander has worked within the arts 
administration field for more than twenty-five years. Her experience includes ten years 
                                                 
17 Appendix C: Articles of Incorporation 
18 Appendix D: Articles of Incorporation Amendments 
19 Appendix D: Articles of Incorporation Amendments  
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consulting with the Mississippi Arts Commission. Ms. Olander’s knowledge and expertise 
have been vital in the growth and development of KID smART in the many years that she 
has been leading the organization.  
At the time of my internship, in 2009, KID smART employed only three other staff 
members, Elise Gallinot, Linda Irwin, and Sarah Cressy. Elise Gallinot is the Program 
Director for the organization. Through this position, Elise is the voice of KID smART and 
acts as a coordinator between artists, teachers, schools, and the organization as a whole. 
Through the organization’s programs, Elise is also responsible for coordinating with KID 
smART’s local partner organizations such as the Ogden Museum of Southern Art, the New 
Orleans Ballet Association and the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra.    
The other two staff members had each been with the organization for only a few 
months by summer 2009. Linda Irwin is the organization’s Development Director. She has 
been with the organization and in charge of fundraising and grant writing since April of 
2009. She came to the organization with many years of experience in non-profit 
management, as she was the Executive Director of Youth Alternatives, Inc. for ten years and 
of the Center for the Physically Limited for twelve years. Through this work, Irwin has 
gained much insight in how to cultivate donors.     
Sarah Cressy, the Office Coordinator, came to KID smART in February of 2009. As 
Office Coordinator, Sarah not only handled the administrative end of KID smART’s office, 
but its financials as well. She handled coordination and payment for all programs and 
materials to keep the office running. 
In the years since my internship, KID smART has expanded their staff greatly. As of 
summer 2014, the organization staffs a total of eight: Elise Gallinot, Linda Irwin, Cheryl 
14 
 
Manley, Theresa Fowler, Sean Glazebrook, Heather Muntzer, and Aminisha Ferdinand. As 
stated above, Elise Gallinot is the Program Director of KID smART. Most recently, Ms. 
Gallinot has developed the KID smART Model, the arts integration model utilizing both 
teaching artists as well as class room teachers. Along with Ms. Gallinot remains Linda Irwin. 
As previously stated, Ms. Irwin joined the organization in April of 2009, as the 
Development Director.  
The Office Coordinator, Cheryl Manley, joined the organization more recently. Ms. 
Manley brings a background of marketing and digital media to her administrative support 
duties within the organization.  
The organization’s part-time Business Manager, Theresa Fowler, brings more than 
twenty years of experience in business and office management to her position. Ms. Fowler 
works directly with Echo Olander to manage the organization’s finances.  
In 2009, Aminisha Ferdinand joined KID smART as an Arts Coach, and quickly 
proved an essential part of the team. She has since become the Arts Integration 
Instructional Coach, leading the Model Schools and Teacher/Leader Projects.  
Picking up where Ms. Ferdinand left off are the two current Arts Coaches, Sean 
Glazebrook and Heather Muntzer. Both come from backgrounds of education and arts, 
including Mr. Glazebrook’s previous position as founder and Education Director of The 
NOLA Project, and Ms. Muntzer’s experience as a secondary arts teacher. Both work 
directly with arts integration workshops for classroom teachers, and serve as mentors for 
teaching artists.  
15 
 
Funding 
 Many financial advisors suggest that funding sources for non-profit organizations 
be diversified in order to have a sustainable organization. Such diversification helps to 
ensure that an organization can at least survive, if not maintain its current level during 
times of economic downturns.  
 According to KID smART’s 2010 Form 990, the organization’s funding is spread 
across government grants, program service revenue, fundraisers, and other gifts fairly 
evenly.20 As listed, 20% of the organization’s total revenue came from government grants, 
and 44% came from program service revenue, namely from the Teaching Contracts for 
those participating in the various Professional Development Programs. Revenue from 
direct donations and other grants made up 30% of the organization’s total revenue, 5% 
from fundraising events, and the remaining 1% is attributed to other revenue such as 
interest earned. In viewing the 2010 Form 990, one can see that KID smART has diversified 
its funding, with nearly a two-thirds of all revenue coming from earned income and direct 
donations or grants.  
 According to the same Form 990, KID smART’s expenses are focused mainly on 
programming. Roughly 78% of KID smART’s expenses are program related. KID smART is 
managing to expand its staff and programming while spending 22% on overhead expenses, 
a standard level of spending within the non-profit sector.   
                                                 
20 Appendix I: 2010 Form 990 
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Marketing 
The key to a successful brand is consistency. During my time interning with the 
organization, KID smART began implementing its current brand, including a new logo, tag 
line, and signature colors. In developing this new brand, the organization created new 
marketing and branding materials. This began with updated email signatures, letterhead, 
brochures, and a new website. In being consistent with every piece of public material, KID 
smART seamlessly transitioned to its new image, one of youth and innocence.    
The current website reflects the new brand and provides a youthful feel to the 
viewer.  This youthful feeling is portrayed through the bright colors used throughout the 
website as well as the many photographs of the participating students and their artwork. 
Multiple sections of the website feature professional video interviews of staff members, as 
well as teaching artists and participants. Overall, the current KID smART website provides 
a thorough look into what the organization accomplishes, while still retaining a youthful 
character.  
Beyond the website, KID smART utilizes three other main sources of marketing. The 
first and perhaps the most pervasive, is social media. The organization uses several social 
media platforms including Facebook, Twitter, and several different Tumblr sites – one for 
each partnering school. The second marketing tool that KID smART implements is Constant 
Contact as a means to reach its audience. Constant Contact is a targeted mass-emailing 
website where an organization can create newsletters, updates, and invitations to inform 
its subscribers. Currently, KID smART is sending out a bi-annual e-newsletter, every spring 
17 
 
and fall, to those who have signed up to receive information from the organization.21 The 
last marketing tool that the organization implements is a newly designed brochure.22 The 
brochure features the new logo and tagline, provides an appropriate amount of information 
on the organization with a balance of photos and graphics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
21 Appendix F: Constant Contact Sample 
22 Appendix G: 2009 Brochure 
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Chapter Two: The Internship 
 
To complete the required 480 hours of my internship, I worked part-time from 
March 2, 2009, through July 24, 2009.  I worked as a temporary replacement for Program 
Director, Elise Gallinot who began her maternity leave on Monday March 16th, 2009. As 
Programs Intern, my primary duties consisted of overseeing and coordinating the 
organization’s programs, as well as providing administrative assistance.  
Arts Experience In Schools Intern 
Providing oversight of the Arts Experience In Schools Program (AXIS) required that 
I assist in the implementation of the last four teaching sessions, the first of which, Story 
Tellers, took place prior to Elise Gallinot’s maternity leave. For this, I assisted in set up, tear 
down, collection and creation of materials, including promotional fliers for the teachers, 
registering and signing in all participating teachers, and collecting evaluations. These 
presenters of the Story Tellers session required quite a bit of follow-up as they were 
compiling their own research on the impact of storytelling in the school setting. In addition 
to the in school story telling session, the session was also presented for the general public 
at the Contemporary Arts Center. I compiled evaluations from all participating teachers, 
administrators, as well as children and parents from session at the CAC.  During the fall of 
2009, KID smART flew in the two presenters again for a second session, including a round 
of storytelling at the participating schools.   
For the remaining two training sessions, Visual Arts with Sandra Phaup and 
Watercolors with Karen Statsny, I was responsible for assisting with registration and 
check-in of all participating teachers, gathering, purchasing, and printing necessary 
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materials, setup, administering and compiling evaluations, and communicating with 
participating teachers as well as the guest speakers.   
The last session of the AXIS Program for the 2009 school year was the Closing 
Session.  I acted as event manager for the Closing Session, including primary representative 
for KID smART, and communicator to a representative at the New Orleans Museum of Art 
where the session was held. I had to be in constant contact with the AXIS teachers who 
participated in the project, as well as the Mentors who were to help them with their model 
lesson plans. I then compiled all model lesson plans into the “Cookbook of Lesson Plans,” 
providing complete model lesson plans for various art forms in various grades.     
At the time of my internship, this Closing Session also served as a focus group 
meeting for Professor Pam Jenkins to assess the AXIS Program for that year. Because Dr. 
Jenkins had a limited number of assistants to perform the focus groups, scheduling 
separate sessions within the Closing Session became necessary. I worked diligently with all 
participating schools to coordinate the schedules of each focus group as well as its 
locations within the Museum.    
I was responsible for gathering and creating many of the necessary materials 
required for the Closing Session. This included creating a PowerPoint Presentation of 
photographs from the AXIS Program that year and graduation certificates for participants, 
as well as providing boutonnières and bouquets of flowers for the representatives from the 
cultural partners and the programs mentors.   
Once the Closing Session began, I was responsible for placing and escorting all 
teachers to their appropriate focus groups, setting up the presentation hall, presenting the 
PowerPoint slides, taking every teacher’s signature, and making sure that they set up their 
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presentation tables to display the work that their students had created over the school 
year. Once the session was complete, I was responsible for bringing in volunteers to help 
with teardown of the session.  
The final portion of the AXIS Program was in providing a weeklong professional 
development session for teachers from Clancy and Lincoln Elementary Schools in Jefferson 
Parish. This session provided a look into what KID smART could provide to these schools, 
and how the Professional Development Programs work from the perspective of the 
teachers. This was also an opportunity for the teachers to meet the KID smART teaching 
artists, and begin planning for the 2009-2010 school year. For this session, I was in charge 
of gathering all materials and supplies, printing nameplates, name tags, information, and 
menus. I was then in charge of combining all of these materials in KID smART gift bags, 
tagging the bags and complimentary water bottles. Once the professional development 
session was complete, I was in charge of the teardown and cleanup.    
Artists In the Classroom Intern 
While working with the Artists in the Classroom Program (AIC), I was the primary 
contact person for the professional teaching artists. This included contact for their monthly 
evaluations, bi-weekly teaching schedule for payment purposes, and scheduling focus 
group sessions. I was also in charge of following up and collecting all evaluation forms from 
the artists’ students, and fellow faculty and administration.   
During this internship I was responsible for coordinating with the teaching artists 
who would be performing at the Kids Tent of the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival.  Not 
only was this the second year that KID smART was invited to have students perform at Jazz 
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Fest, but it was also invited to have two different performances, one on each weekend of 
the festival.  The first performance was scheduled for the Circus Arts students only. The 
second was scheduled for circus arts, dance, music, and theatre students. For both of these 
performances, I was the primary contact for all of the teaching artists whose students 
would be performing. I was in charge of setting and communicating the pickup, 
performance, and drop-off schedules. I was also in charge of creating and gathering all 
permission slips as well as photography release forms. I scheduled a volunteer 
photographer who was requested to take photos for the previously mentioned revamped 
KID smART website.   
Once the school year was complete, the teaching artists were then required to sit in 
for focus group meetings with Professor Pam Jenkins. These meeting, as well as all 
evaluation forms, were coordinated and collected by me. Though the school year was done 
for the artists, many of them were hoping to teach during the summer months. Because of 
this, I began the process of assessing summer programs throughout the New Orleans area 
and matching artists to each summer program. To do this, I set up several meetings with 
individuals from Volunteers of America as well as the Sojourner Truth Community Center.  
Through these meetings I gathered information on what type of summer camps Volunteers 
of America, the Sojourner Truth Community Center and others planned to run, what time 
frame they were looking at, how many artists they needed, and what specific art topics they 
hoped to have covered. Once this was complete, I began coordinating a list of who would be 
appropriate for which program. This list was turned over to Elise Gallinot, who finalized 
the placement and coordination of the artists in the summer camp programs.   
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Administrative Intern 
As many individuals who work in the non-profit sector know, no matter what your 
title or how high up you are, everyone pitches in where needed.  Of course, this is especially 
true for interns whose job may require them to bounce between programming, marketing, 
and administrative work within the same day. Beyond my work as a Programs Intern, I also 
assisted the organization in several other areas. When I first began my internship, I was in 
charge of transferring and saving all previously recorded videos from past programs.  I also 
assisted on several occasions with editing the email newsletters that KID smART sent out 
through Constant Contact. On more than one occasion, I assumed the role of photographer 
for the organization, as well as writing photo captions for the new website.  I ran errands, 
purchased supplies, ordered materials and prints, delivered thank you gifts and invitations, 
and ordered and organized the bulk mailing pieces regarding the new website.   
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Chapter Three: Analysis 
 
KID smART has several Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. To 
analyze these factors as of 2009 I have completed a SWOT analysis to see how each impacts 
the others. Through this we can determine what gaps the organization faces whether 
internally or externally. This information will then be analyzed to determine how the 
organization can close those gaps, and continue to grow. 
Strengths 1. Partnership with the John F. Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts 
2. Cohesive Programs 
3. Diversified Funding 
Weaknesses 1. Lack of Communications/Marketing Staff 
2. Lack of Engagement from Teachers and Principals 
3. Subjective vs. Objective Evaluations 
Opportunities 1. Participation of Charter Schools 
2. New Research 
3. Volunteers in Service to America 
Threats 1. Standardized Testing 
2. Teacher Retention Rates 
Strengths 
1. Partnership with the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts – By joining 
the Partners in Education program at the Kennedy Center, Kid smART has 
established a professional development relationship that will continue to broaden 
the skills of the staff and teaching artists working at KID smART. This partnership, 
established in 2005, is one of only three that the Kennedy Center has in the New 
Orleans area; the other sites in the area are the New Orleans Ballet Association and 
the Algiers Charter Schools.  
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The Kennedy Center is able to provide a network of similar organizations, access to 
research in the area of arts integration best practices, and hands-on professional 
development for those bringing arts integration classes to teachers. This 
partnership is key in the planning and implementing of the Model Schools Program, 
and will continue to provide guidance along the way. 
 
2. Cohesive Programs – When a school signs up to work with KID smART in integrating 
arts into the classroom, that school is required to commit to participating in both 
the AIC and AXIS programs.  This cohesiveness between programs helps to reiterate 
the teachings from both programs.  When a teacher participating in the AXIS 
program runs into a problem or a question arises on how to use a certain type of art 
form in their curriculum, they can simply walk down the hall and discuss this issue 
with one of the artists who are teaching at the school through the AIC program.  
Likewise, when a student is being taught a specific art form in one of the AIC classes, 
and that art form is reiterated by one of the AXIS teachers, that child will more fully 
understand and grow from that experience.   
 
Beyond the AXIS and AIC programs, all of the Professional Development programs 
are inter-related. Teachers who have participated in the AXIS program are also 
asked to participate in the Teacher Leader Project as a way to bring their new skills 
to other teachers and administrators within their school. Schools are encouraged to 
participate in school-based workshops as a means to introduce them to the other 
Professional Development programs. Having each program connected to another 
provides consistency for participants, and cuts out redundancies for the staff.  
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3. Diversified Funding – The funding for KID smART comes from a range of areas.  
These include earned income contracts with participating schools, and contributed 
income from corporate donations, individual donations, foundations, and 
government grants.  Having such varied forms of funding definitely helped the 
organization to survive the economic recession of 2008 and 2009.  This further 
shows that KID smART is set up to provide its programming for years to come.    
Weaknesses 
1. Lack of Communications/Marketing Staff – As of the summer of 2009, KID smART 
has a staff of four employees and no designated staff member to promote the work 
of the organization, or communicate its mission and objectives to potential partner 
schools. As the organization looks to expand to new schools, as well as engage 
current partners, the role of communications becomes vital to properly disseminate 
information and recruit new schools, teachers, and artists. In 2009, the Program 
Director, Elise Gallinot, had no spare time to coordinate this type of outreach, and 
thus no extended marketing or communication was done to properly engage 
partners.    
Additionally, while marketing to the general public may not be a priority for KID 
smART, as it is focused on working directly with partnering schools. However, by 
not engaging the general public in the successes and efforts of the organization, it is 
truly missing an opportunity to expand direct donation and fundraiser revenue 
streams. 
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2. Fully Engaging and Sustaining Teachers/Principals - Building on the lack of 
communications, KID smART could improve its consistency in outreach to 
participating principals and teachers. During the 2008-2009 school year, a total of 
eleven schools signed contracts to fully participate in the AIC and AXIS Programs. By 
the end of the school year, however, only nine schools were fully participating in the 
programs, due to lack of attendance at training sessions. The lack of continuous 
engagement may cause some participating schools/teachers to choose not to 
continue a partnership with KID smART, thus reducing their earned income revenue 
stream. If the lack of engagement were to continue further, this could weaken the 
organization’s ability to bring in new partners by showing a trend of decreased 
involvement throughout the program.  
KID smART staff needs to communicate with participants throughout the school 
year. Staff should be reaching out to teachers and their principals after missing just 
one session to intervene. With more consistent communications and engagement, 
the organization will see that the professional development it provides can be 
reiterated and more deeply engrained on participants. This, of course, reinforces the 
mission of the organization. 
3. Subjective vs. Objective Evaluations – Currently, KID smART evaluates its 
programming based on how well it has reached its two goals; First, to improve 
student learning in and through the arts, and second, to improve teacher 
effectiveness through arts integration. Evaluating and measuring the outcomes of 
any program is a necessary component of a well-run non-profit. The weakness of 
KID smART’s evaluation process lies in the lack of detail sought during evaluations. 
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For example, while KID smART’s 2009 Evaluation states that “more than 90% of 
students rated the program very high, stating they learned new things,” there is no 
mention of specific skills learned.23 In order to show the greater impact of its work, 
KID smART should be evaluating and presenting results in specific areas related to 
its mission and goals. One such evaluation can consist of following up with teachers 
who have participated in the AXIS, AIC or other programs. Determining if these 
teachers are still incorporating arts instruction with academic curriculum once they 
are no longer participating in KID smART programs will illustrate the lasting power 
of the various Arts Professional Development Programs.  
Opportunities 
 
1. Participation of Charter Schools – KID smART works primarily with the Recovery 
School District, and charter schools in Orleans Parish. The flexibility of curriculum 
within a charter school provides a unique opportunity to fully integrate arts into the 
class. There are fewer hurdles to jump through and less pushback from teachers and 
administrators due to a lack of constraints on the structure of curriculum. By 2009 
KID smART’s partnerships with charter schools were successful, and growing. With 
the growing number of charter schools in the New Orleans Recovery School District, 
there are more opportunities than ever for KID smART to expand upon the number 
of these partnerships.24  
2.  New Research – In the past, finding research to show the impact of arts education 
on a students’ overall education has been difficult. Research on the impact of arts 
                                                 
23 Appendix L: 2009 KID smART Annual Report 
24
 As of June, 2014 the Recovery School District has become the nation’s first all-charter school system. 
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integration on a students’ overall education has been even scarcer. With arts 
integration becoming a nationwide initiative through programs like the Kennedy 
Center’s Partners in Education, more and more evaluation, research and promising 
findings are coming forward. With this type of research, KID smART can highlight 
the need for arts education and arts integration to potential funders. Major donors 
and foundations request information and statistics on the importance of KID 
smART’s programming. The new research that is available can provide the 
foundation and statistics to highlight the need for arts integration. For example, 
according to a recent study by the National Endowment for the Arts, “71% of low 
socioeconomic status students (SES) with arts-rich experiences attended some sort 
of college after high school. Only 48% of the low-arts, low-SES group attended any 
sort of college.”25 This same report showed that among the low-SES students in 
eighth grade, those who participated in “high levels of arts engagement from 
kindergarten through elementary school showed higher test scores in science and 
writing than did students who had lower levels of arts engagement over the same 
period.”26 
3. Volunteers in Service to America – As previously mentioned under Weaknesses, KID 
smART lacks a Communications or Marketing staff member. The organization can 
face this weakness head on through AmeriCorps Volunteers in Service to America 
(VISTA). By bringing in a VISTA member, a volunteer who is paid through 
                                                 
25 Catterall, J. S., Dumais, S. A., & Hampden-Thompson, G. The Arts and Achievement in At-Risk Youth: 
Findings From Four Longitudinal Studies. Washington, DC: National Endowment for the Arts, 2012. 
26 Catterall, J. S., Dumais, S. A., & Hampden-Thompson, G. The Arts and Achievement in At-Risk Youth: 
Findings From Four Longitudinal Studies. Washington, DC: National Endowment for the Arts, 2012. 
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AmeriCorps, not through KID smART, the organization can alleviate the stress felt 
by the void in communications and marketing without expanding overhead costs to 
hire additional staff. As a VISTA member, an individual makes a minimum of a one-
year commitment, and is provided a living stipend through AmeriCorps.  
Threats 
1. Standardized Tests – Many teachers and school administrators are of the mindset to 
teach towards the goal of passing standardized tests, instead of teaching the whole 
child.  The nationwide focus on test scores and laws regarding grade level reading 
creates additional strain on teachers who participate in KID smART. While these 
teachers agree to fully participate in KID smART’s Professional Development 
Programs, continuously integrating the arts into academic curriculum once out of 
the KID smART programs may become a real struggle for these teachers. Limited 
flexibility in teaching, and added pressure to raise standardized test scores often 
leads to guide teachers to focus on teaching the tests. Without the backing of 
administrators, KID smART will have a hard time engaging current and future 
teachers in the Professional Development Programs.  
2. Teacher Retention – According to the National Commission on Teaching and 
America’s Future, roughly one-third of all new teachers leave the profession after 
only three years, and 46% leave within five years.27 These numbers are staggering 
and show that teacher retention is a major threat to all schools, as well as school 
based organizations. Teacher retention rates have the potential to dramatically slow 
                                                 
27 Kopkowski, Cynthia. “Why They Leave.” National Endowment for the Arts. April 2008. 22 June 2013. < 
http://www.nea.org/home/12630.htm> 
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the growth of arts integration within KID smART programs. The organization trains 
teachers to link arts instruction wit academic curriculum, and if these teachers are 
leaving the teaching profession in only a few years, KID smART will be unable to 
show any real growth in the area of arts integration. The time, money, and effort put 
into training these teachers will have been wasted if participants are no longer 
teaching.  
Teacher retention rates may also threaten KID smART’s ability to attract new 
partnering schools. For schools in the area facing high turnover rates, 
administrators and principals will be less likely to invest money in professional 
development for teachers who are likely to leave the profession within five years.  
Analysis 
 
The analysis covers how each opportunity or threat to the organization may affect 
the strengths and weaknesses that the organization already has.  This can help an 
organization in finding and analyzing gaps, as well as strong areas to assist in strategic 
planning.  
 There are many opportunities to cover the current gaps found in the areas of 
Weaknesses and Threats. There are also opportunities for Weaknesses and Threats to 
snowball if they are not addressed in a timely manner.  
 For example, as previously mentioned in Opportunities, KID smART has the 
opportunity to bring in a Volunteer in Service to America (VISTA) member. By bringing in a 
new staff member, who is paid through AmeriCorps, the organization can alleviate the 
stress from the Weakness of not having a staff member dedicated to marketing and 
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communications. By combining this Strength and Opportunity, KID smART can also address 
the issue of limited engagement and communication to schools. With guidance from 
Programming Staff members, the Volunteer in Service to America member can provide 
continuous engagement opportunities to participating teachers. With one individual in 
charge of communications, KID smART will have the added benefit of a consistent voice – 
one who is less likely to get wires crossed as all messaging should be coming from this one 
individual.    
As stated above, many school administrators and teachers focus on providing 
curriculum that prepares students for required standardized tests.  This Threat can be 
combated through the current Strength that is KID smART’s cohesive programming. The 
Arts Professional Development programming provides collaboration among teachers who 
are all experiencing the same pressures from standardized testing. The exchange of ideas 
through KID smART’s programming, “Cookbook of Lesson Plans,” and reinforcement 
through the Artists in the Classroom Programs help teachers find easy ways to integrate 
arts education into standardized test lessons.  
Gaps 
 In reviewing the SWOT analysis we find two potential issue areas for KID smART 
where the Threats intersect the Weaknesses of the organization. The first is in maintaining 
full commitment from participating principals and teachers. If KID smART is unable to 
show the impact that arts integration can have on teachers and students alike, the drive of 
common core and standardized tests will likely push schools away from considering joining 
the Professional Development programs.  
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 The second issue presented from this analysis is related to the teacher retention 
rate and its impact on engaging principals. If a school is paying for the professional 
development of its teachers, who are then leaving the profession after only a few years, that 
upfront cost of training and development turns out to be a poor investment. If the teacher 
retention rate becomes a real issue for participating schools, this will likely lead to more 
push back from principals. It will take more than showing the impact that arts integration 
has on students to draw more principals into the program. KID smART will need to show 
that arts integration does, in fact, increase the effectiveness of a teacher and increase his or 
her job satisfaction. Beyond that, KID smART could begin measuring the impact that arts 
integration has on a teacher’s level of job satisfaction.  
 KID smART is not, nor should it be, focusing on teacher attrition. However, some of 
the work the organization is doing, as well as its previously stated goal, “to make teaching 
exciting,” may help alleviate the issue for participating schools. Several studies on the 
causes behind teacher attrition point to a lack of support from school administrators. 28 A 
lack of support can be attributed to less trust and respect for teachers, limited 
opportunities for collaboration and professional development, and overall job 
dissatisfaction. KID smART focuses on arts integration by providing professional 
development, with a goal of job satisfaction for participating teachers, as well as complete 
participation and engagement from school administrators.  
 
 
                                                 
28 “The Irreplaceables: Understanding the Real Retention Crisis in America’s Urban Schools.” TNTP. 2012. 23 
June 2014. <http://tntp.org/assets/documents/TNTP_Irreplaceables_2012.pdf> 
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Chapter Four: Best Practices 
 
While there is no one set list of non-profit best practices, most professionals in the 
non-profit world can agree on several areas. Board of directors, legal requirements, 
financial management, fundraising guidelines, transparency, and assessment tend to be 
good places to start when considering best practices.29  
When establishing an organization there are, of course, many legal requirements to 
fulfill in order to receive, and then maintain a 501(c)3 status, including the articles of 
incorporation and bylaws. These should clearly state such things as the name, domicile and 
purpose of the organization, as well as details on requirements for number of board 
members, term limits, board voting, etc. Building upon the bylaws, a strong organization 
will establish clear operating procedures and guidelines for the board, utilizing the talents 
of its board, and maintain term limits. It is not uncommon to hear of a non-profit 
organization that has not enforced term limits and continues with board members for ten 
or more years. Term limits are in place to bring in fresh talent, ideas, and fundraisers. This 
does not mean that a non-profit needs to ignore past board members. In fact, it is best if 
those members maintain their volunteer, recruiting and donor status as ambassadors for 
the organization.  
As previously stated, KID smART has worked out term limits for board members 
through amendments to its bylaws. It has worked through the issues of balancing the 
desire to keep strong board members involved while encouraging turn-over to bring in 
new members. By adding the Director Emeritus position, the organization is maintaining a 
                                                 
29 “Tools and Best Practices.” 501 Commons. 2013. 22 June 2013. 
<http://www.501commons.org/resources/tools-and-best-practices> 
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relationship with past board members, while removing voting powers from those 
individuals.  
Another aspect of the legal requirements that need to be met by non-profit 
organizations includes the area of financial management. There are many reporting 
requirements placed on non-profits to ensure that all tax regulations are being met on the 
federal, state and local levels. Because of this, having strict and clear policies and 
procedures on maintaining financial records is essential. Beyond the legal requirements, it 
is essential to have these procedures in place and to be as transparent as possible for the 
benefit of an organization’s donors, volunteers, and board members. Additionally, an 
organization should plan to have an outside audit on a regular, and best, annual basis.  
During the time of my internship, summer 2009, the financials were handled by the 
Office Coordinator with guidance from the Executive Director. The Office Coordinator did 
not have a non-profit finance background, and struggled to keep up with the many record 
keeping tasks required of her position. While no financial crisis came up, I would not say 
that the organization was following best practices in regards to financial management. 
However, in the years since the internship, the organization has brought in a Business 
Manager to work only on finances. This is the right move for KID smART to ensure that all 
financial requirements are met on a regular basis. 
In addition to assessing one’s finances on a regular basis, a non-profit should have 
assessments and measurements of its programs in place. For some organizations, this may 
only mean strict record keeping and guidelines on who the organization has served – a 
strict head count. To best serve its intended population, an organization should strive to 
implement outcome measurements, review this on a regular basis, and adapt as needed. 
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This should include policies and procedures on how programming is 
implemented/distributed/etc., measurable and achievable goals, procedures on how to 
measure the outcome of your programs, and a review and assessment of these outcomes. 
As previously mentioned, this is an area in which KID smART has focused for years. While 
the measurements may not all be what an outsider would like to see, KID smART is 
continuously reviewing and measuring the impact of its work, and making changes based 
on those measurements.  
KID smART has had nearly 15 years to reach the level of best standard practices, 
and had done so before the time of my 2009 internship. If the organization were to build 
upon these practices, it could branch out into the next steps of succession planning and 
strategic planning. Having one Executive Director for the duration of an organization’s life 
can lead to a lack of written plans and procedures in the event of retirement. Succession 
planning is key to ensure the continued growth of the organization during such a transition 
period, as well as a great place for any new hire – no matter the position – to learn about 
the organization and start off on the right foot.  
Similarly, strategic planning is vital for the future growth and success of any 
organization. A strategic plan ensures that the organization does not start down the path of 
mission creep, focus on issues outside of its goals, or spread its employees too thin across 
various programs. The strategic plan sets the organization on a path designed to fit its 
strengths and areas for growth. 
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Comparable Organizations 
 
With several organizations throughout the greater New Orleans area providing after 
school arts programs and arts integration in various forms, KID smART is not unique 
within the area. However, the expertise, experience, and well-rounded approach that KID 
smART provides to its programming are unique within the area. When the lens is focused 
beyond the New Orleans area, one can find organizations carrying out similar missions and 
programs across the country. Some of this is accomplished as programming for museums 
or large-scale foundations; others are similar sized non-profit organizations. One similar 
organization that can be evaluated and measured against KID smART is Arts Corps in 
Seattle, Washington.30   
Arts Corps is a non-profit organization founded in 2000 by Lisa Fitzhugh to “provide 
and inspire arts education programs that develop creative habits of mind to help young 
people realize their full potential.”31 To fulfill this mission, Arts Corps provides several 
different programs in the Seattle area. These programs include after-school classes, 
professional development, artist residencies, and one-time workshops. Nearly all of these 
programs can be directly compared to KID smART programs. For example Arts Corps’ 
professional development, artist residencies, and one-time workshops are constructively 
equivalent to KID smART’s Professional Development programs.32 
As KID smART has worked years to achieve and maintain best practices for non-
profits, Arts Corps has done the same. Arts Corps has a similar focus in legal and financial 
                                                 
30 Arts Corps.  28 September 2009.  <http://www.artscorps.org> 
31 Arts Corps.  28 September 2009.  <http://www.artscorps.org> 
32
 KID smART.  2013.  22 June 2013.  <http://kidsmart.org/professional_development.html> 
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requirements, including a staff member dedicated to finances. Additionally, Arts Corps 
incorporates strong measurements, and strategic planning.  
Despite these similarities, Arts Corps’ programs seem to extend beyond those of KID 
smART. This is due, in part, to the collaborative nature in which Arts Corps approaches 
partnerships. With a high number of partner schools and organizations, Arts Corps 
understands that all partners have the same needs. Instead of approaching a school or 
organization and requiring the same goals and agreements as all other partners, Arts Corps 
opens a dialogue to determine shared goals for that specific partner and Arts Corps. From 
this collaboration comes trust, engagement, and continuous evaluation of the program and 
partnership.  
Beyond strategy, KID smART falls short of Arts Corps’ more complete and extensive 
programming. Not only does KID smART no longer have any type of after-school 
programming beyond summer camps, but also its reach is not nearly as extensive as that of 
Arts Corps. Arts Corps reaches children ages 5 to 19 years old, compared to KID smART 
which only reaches grade school aged children, with limited interaction with high school 
students through the summer camp programs. Arts Corps partners with 40 different 
schools and community centers, and provides these partners with access to its 42 teaching 
artists, whereas KID smART partners with 16 schools and organizations, and maintains 
only 11 teaching artists. Some of these differences can be attributed to the difference in 
populations; the population of Seattle is roughly 600,000 as of 2009,33 while the population 
                                                 
33 “Population and Demographics.” Seattle.Gov. 2013. 22 June 2014. <http://gnoinc.org/explore-the-
region/orleans-parish/> 
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of the greater New Orleans area at the same time is just over 350,000.34 Another significant 
difference between these two organizations is the administration behind them. As stated 
previously four individuals run KID smART on a day-to-day basis, Arts Corps, on the other 
hand, is managed by eight individuals.   
 Comparing these two great organizations allows one to see how extremely similar 
organizations can grow in roughly the same amount of time, in two different parts of the 
country. Though KID smART has done a great job in expanding from day one, it seems that 
Art Corps has been able to better handle its expansion, by taking on the necessary additions 
of staff members. Many organizations are unwilling to do this, in order to keep spending 
focused on programming. However, like KID smART, organizations that refuse to expand 
staff tend to overreach in their tasks, and burn out already short-handed administrative 
members. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
34 “Orleans Parish Demographics.” Greater New Orleans, Inc. 2013. 22 June 2014. <http://gnoinc.org/explore-
the-region/orleans-parish/> 
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Chapter Five: Recommendations 
 
After reviewing the SWOT analysis for KID smART, and comparing the organization 
to a similar arts non-profit, one can begin to view where the gaps are within KID smART. 
Currently, KID smART could improve its efforts within the areas of marketing, fundraising, 
administration, and evaluation.  The following covers recommendations to close the gaps.   
Marketing Recommendations 
As mentioned previously, KID smART maintains several social media platforms. The 
organization’s social media presence is spread across many sites with many individuals 
responsible for posts. While a social media presence is necessary, so is consistency of voice. 
With several different administrators and social media sites, inconsistencies in updating 
and content are bound to occur. It is vital that each administrator is trained on their 
designated social media platform, what to promote, what tone to use, and what not to 
promote. The administrators are speaking on behalf of the organization, and one misstep 
can quickly spread in the public eye of the internet. Additionally, none of these social media 
platforms are linked to the organization’s website, which limits how individuals will find its 
various pages. In order to engage with an audience, the audience must be able to easily find 
you.  
With the addition of a Volunteer in Service to America (VISTA) member, paid 
through AmeriCorps, to take charge of communications and marketing, this problem could 
be solved.  This individual could manage and streamline all social media sites, thus avoiding 
issues with different voices in the public eye. Beyond simply posting on social media, this 
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new staff member could also be sure to include all social media links on the KID smART 
website, as well as any e-newsletters.  
E-newsletters are an additional area in which KID smART can engage an audience. 
The bi-annual e-newsletter is a successful way to reach out to individuals. While these 
newsletters are informational, they do not provide a call to action, or request for readers to 
take a next step. Including a call to action can further drive individuals to a specific website 
or social media site to attend an event, advocate on the organization’s behalf, or simply 
donate. KID smART is missing out on this bi-annual opportunity to put its audience in 
action on its behalf. This is an easy fix, and the new staff member, or current staff member 
in charge of all newsletters needs to simply add a call to action in each newsletter. This call 
to action should drive readers to a specific volunteer opportunity, to purchase tickets for a 
fundraiser, advocate for arts in local schools or attend KID smART’s Jazz Fest performance.  
In order to provide further name recognition for KID smART, the organization needs 
to begin to fully utilize all of its publicity opportunities.  For the past two years, KID smART 
has had teaching artists and students perform in the Kids Tent of the New Orleans Jazz & 
Heritage Festival (Jazz Fest).  During Jazz Fest 2009, KID smART children performed on 
both weekends of the festival.  These performances were only publicized to donors through 
an email that the organization sent out after the first performance had been completed, and 
only three days prior to the second performance.  KID smART should be promoting these 
opportunities in advance, as well as inviting priority donors to the performances.  The 
organization receives an allotted amount of tickets to each weekend of the festival; these 
should be reserved for current and potential donors.   
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     There were several opportunities for promotion on which KID smART failed to act.  
One included a story on the nationally televised Dr. Phil Show.  KID smART, again, only 
informed donors of this through one email in which this information could only be found 
halfway through the email, below the fold of the email window.35  A similar opportunity 
was missed when the company TOMS Shoes donated a pair of shoes to every student in six 
KID smART participating schools. A representative from TOMS Shoes contacted KID 
smART, which facilitated the contact with each of the participating schools.  At this point, 
KID smART should have made a point to remain involved in the project and promote that 
its students were receiving such an opportunity.  This became a larger missed opportunity 
when, during the second “Shoe Drop” in September, 2009; the television show Good 
Morning America interviewed the representatives of TOMS Shoes while in New Orleans.  
 Again, bringing in a Volunteer In Service To America (VISTA) as marketing staff 
could quickly alleviate these issues. With guidance from the program staff, this individual 
could train Teacher Assistants on how to best engage with their social media tools, better 
engage KID smART’s current audience through the recommended changes to the e-
newsletter, and provide direct communications to new and current partnered schools. By 
having one individual maintain these various outlets, KID smART manages to have a 
consistent message and voice, rather than a scattered approach spread among several staff 
members.  
                                                 
35 Appendix F: Constant Contact Sample 
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Fundraising Recommendations 
The first priority in the area of fundraising should be the redesign of the online 
‘donation’ page.  As previously stated within this report, the main issue with the current 
KID smART website is that the action of donating is not a focal point, nor is it an easy action 
for someone to complete. Though every page on the website includes a headline labeled 
‘Donate’, this will only take the viewer to a page that contains another video, and details on 
an upcoming celebration.36  To actually donate one must search to the bottom of the donate 
page and hunt for the PayPal donation button lost within the copy of the page.  In order to 
fix this issue, a KID smART staff member will need to speak with the organization’s website 
designer and insist on a direct link from the ‘Donate’ button on every page to the donation 
processing website.  Currently, KID smART is processing online donations through PayPal, 
the e-commerce business. With the assistance of an experienced web designer, PayPal can 
be a very successful and efficient tool in the donation processing area. Additionally, while 
the website overall is aesthetically pleasing, it does lack consistent updating. Without 
consistent updates, the organization leaves little reason for the average viewer to return to 
the website, or to view more than the homepage.  
Administration Recommendations 
 Though the staff of KID smART is stretched thin, there is one area in which they 
have limited-to-no control. The Bylaws of the organization state that a board member must 
sign off all costs above $1,000. This creates a bi-weekly issue for the Office Coordinator 
who is in charge of office finances, including writing all checks to the teaching artists. The 
                                                 
36 Appendix E: 2009 Website Donation Page 
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teaching artists are paid through KID smART for their services to the participating schools. 
Because of this, a board member must schedule time to come into the office to sign off on 
eleven checks every two weeks. Often this becomes an issue of waiting until the last 
minute, or forcing the teaching artists to wait several days for their paychecks. Though I do 
feel that the board should be required to sign off on payments, I feel that one of two actions 
could be taken in order to ensure that all teaching artists are being paid on time. First, the 
bylaws could be amended in order to reflect that a board member’s signature is only 
necessary in payments of $2,000 or more, though I do not feel that this is the best way to fix 
the issue. Instead I believe that the organization should provide a list to the board members 
at each board meeting featuring all paychecks to be issued in the coming month. These 
checks should then be pre-approved to be printed for the teaching artists. This would 
ensure that all costs are being actively accounted for by the board, but with limited 
interference to the board, the teaching artists, and the Office Coordinator. 
Teacher Retention Recommendations 
 Every school and school-based program throughout the nation faces the daily 
challenge of teacher retention rates. As previously stated, roughly one-third of all new 
teachers leave the profession after only three years of teaching, and 46% leave within five 
years. During my 2009 internship, this issue was never raised. Given these numbers, 
however, it is something that KID smART will face, especially when seeking to form long-
term relationships with potential partners. A school with high teacher turnovers may opt 
out  of a partnership with KID smART to avoid paying to train teachers in arts integration 
who are likely to leave the school and profession altogether within a few years.  In 
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situations like these, KID smART will have to show more than the information found in its 
current evaluations. KID smART will need to demonstrate that participating teachers not 
only find themselves to be more effective in the classroom, but that they are more engaged 
and less likely to leave the profession than their peers outside the KID smART programs.  
While providing evidence that KID smART programs combat the teacher retention 
rate will be difficult and time consuming, it is possible. A neutral, outside organization 
providing the research and evaluation of all past participants, and a control group of non-
participating teachers and schools would be required. Additionally, KID smART has an 
opportunity to partner with the John F. Kennedy Center for Performing Arts to provide a 
grant for this research.  
While original research may conclude that KID smART has limited to no impact on 
teacher retention, the organization can take this information and improve current 
Professional Teacher Development Programs to include a focus on teacher engagement and 
retention. This additional focus may be enough to bring in new schools previously weary 
about partnering with KID smART due to cost vs. teacher retention rates. This additional 
research, as well as the previously discussed expanded objective evaluations, will show the 
true return on investment for participating schools and new partners.   
Evaluation Recommendations 
As previously discussed, KID smART currently evaluates programming to determine 
how well it is reaching its two goals; First, to improve student learning in and through the 
arts, and second, to improve teacher effectiveness through arts integration. Evaluating and 
measuring the outcomes of any program is a necessary component of a well-run non-profit. 
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The weakness of KID smART’s evaluation process lies in the lack of detail sought during 
evaluations. KID smART must rely on some subjective evaluation to determine how 
supported schools, teachers and students felt during the program. However, the 
organization should be looking for ways to show the greater impact of its work. KID smART 
should be evaluating and presenting results in specific areas related to its mission and 
goals. One such evaluation can consist of following up with teachers who have participated 
in the AXIS, AIC or other programs. Determining if these teachers are still incorporating 
arts instruction with academic curriculum once they are no longer participating in KID 
smART programs will illustrate the lasting power of the various Arts Professional 
Development Programs. Additionally, KID smART could strive to determine the overall 
impact that arts integration has on its students. As previously mentioned studies by the 
National Endowment for the Arts have found that arts education impacted levels of 
learning and graduation rates. While KID smART may not be able to lead such studies on 
their own students, they may begin the process of finding such studies to participate in. The 
current partnership with the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts should assist 
in finding studies that can compile the research and data required for such an in-depth 
level of evaluation.  
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Chapter Six: Conclusion 
 
 Though I accomplished many tasks during my internship with KID smART, I believe 
that the impact of my work with the organization extended beyond my last day. I have been 
able to use this experience as an asset in my work with several other non-profits in the 
years since my internship ended. In small organizations, it can feel hard to say no to a new 
project, but having witnessed an organization’s staff stretched so thin, I am more confident 
in decisions made to focus on what an organization is doing well instead of taking on more 
tasks. The simplest road to success for any non-profit is to excel at its unique advantage. 
This requires restraint to focus staff’s energy on the few program areas that will make a 
genuine impact, rather than attempting to fix every issue in the community and making no 
lasting changes.  
 Additionally, I believe that my internship with KID smART assisted in future 
projects. For example, the largest part of my internship was planning and implementing the 
Closing Session of the AXIS Program. Once this session was complete, I was able to provide 
a report to the Executive Director and the Office Coordinator with a detailed description of 
what tasks needed to be completed, as well as what the timeline for these tasks should be 
for the Closing Session in 2010 and beyond. Because of this, KID smART will now know 
who to contact for what aspects of the Closing Session, and remain prepared for future 
similar events. Similarly, I presented detailed recommendations for other portions of my 
internship including future Cookbooks for the annual Closing Session. While these may be 
considered simple tasks, they are often overlooked in small organizations. Having plans 
such as these in writing, rather than in a staff member’s head, are vital to the growth and 
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success of any organization. Succession plans such as these allow any new staff member to 
join the work quickly and efficiently.  
 Overall, this internship provided both KID smART and myself opportunities to learn 
from one another. I was able to provide my knowledge of non-profits that I have learned 
not only from class, but also from my experience in the non-profit sector. In exchange, I was 
able to experience a very different side of non-profits, and learn that though many non-
profits face the same problems daily, there are opportunities to fix them and grow.   
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Artist Contract 
 
September 17, 2008 
 
New Orleans, LA  70116 
 
Dear Artist: 
 
We are pleased you have agreed to work with KID smART as a freelance Teaching Artist 
during the 2008-9 school year. As we want to maintain a positive and productive working 
relationship with each of our Teaching Artists, this letter sets out the mutual roles and 
responsibilities of KID smART and the Teaching Artist.  The following are the terms and 
conditions on which we have agreed to proceed: 
 
You have been retained as a Teaching Artist for KID smART, a Louisiana nonprofit 
corporation. 
 
Responsibilities of KID smART include: 
 Create and maintain a relationship with the school site 
 Help to identify and secure classroom space and storage 
 Work with artist to secure materials for courses 
 Assist artist with course and evaluation development as needed 
 Provide professional development 
 Provide support of artists work 
 Prompt payment of invoices 
 
Your responsibilities as Teaching Artist include: 
 Commitment to the program and to its students. 
 Plan with classroom teacher to create programs that support core curriculum. 
 Prepare project outlines for residency.  Instruction must be creative and intensive 
and should have as its goal not only artistic excellence, but also the encouragement 
of creative thinking for students. 
 Attend artist orientation, mandatory artist meetings for program updates, changes 
and professional sharing and professional development sessions.  Orientation and 
professional development are paid independently; regular monthly meetings should 
be part of the artist’s scheduled planning time. 
 Represent KID smART professionally with school and children including always 
being on time and treating children and school with respect. 
 Provide updates to KID smART staff about the progress of your classes at least one 
time per two weeks, with the submission of invoices 
 Timely submission of invoices to KID smART  
 Coordinate with school, parents and KID smART for a performance or exhibition at 
the end of the course.  Make learning visible in school. 
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 Include final evaluation forms (artist, teachers, student) and assessment  
documentation at the end of each residency (if the residency is for the full year,  
at the both the mid-way point and the end of the residency) with your  
final invoice.   
 Provide bio and descriptive paragraph for artist listing.   
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Letter of Agreement 
Page 2 
 
 Both parties acknowledge that you are serving as an independent contractor and as 
such you will not be furnished with medical insurance or other employee benefits, and will 
not be subject to any withholding by KID smART for federal or state income taxes or social 
security. 
 
Fee Structure 
 You shall be paid the sum of $25 per hour for planning, contact, and evaluation 
time.  Time allocated is up to 15 hours of contact time and five hours of planning 
per week, for the length of the residency determined.  Additional time must be 
approved by Executive Director. 
 Additional training and planning time will be paid at a rate of $20 per hour and 
must be approved by the Executive Director.   
 Additional contract work will be billed at a varying scale, determined by the 
length of time per day, but never less than $25 per hour. 
 Materials costs will be covered as a separate budget item to be approved by 
Executive Director.    
 Additional services will be undertaken solely through the direction and approval 
of the Executive Director.  Teaching Artists will not be compensated for services 
completed without approval. 
 Work is on an as-needed basis and is not guaranteed throughout the year. 
 
 You will keep current and accurate records of your time spent on behalf of KID 
smART, and will be paid after every two weeks of teaching upon receipt of an invoice and 
monthly report or project outline.  KID smART shall make final payment of compensation 
for a residency upon receipt of the Teaching Artist’s final invoice, evaluation materials, and 
assessment documentation.   Regular invoices are due on the 1st and 15th of the month, 
and checks will be issued one week following.  KID smART WILL NOT ISSUE FINAL 
PAYMENTS UNTIL IT RECEIVES THESE FORMS.   
 
 Upon your signing and returning of the attached copy of this letter, this agreement 
shall be binding on the parties, but in no event shall the founders, officers, directors and 
members of KID smART be personally liable for the obligations of KID smART. 
 
 If, through any cause, KID smART or the Teaching Artist shall fail in a timely and 
proper manner to fulfill the obligations under this agreement, the other party shall have 
the right to terminate the agreement upon 15 days written notice to each other.  If this 
letter correctly reflects our agreement, please sign both and return one copy of this letter. 
  
Sincerely,  
Echo Olander 
KID smART 
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Appendix B: AXIS Schedule 
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Appendix C: Articles of Incorporation 
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Appendix D: Articles of Incorporation Amendments 
 
 
Bylaws Amendments 
 
Original Bylaws   membership is no less than 3, no more than 15   
6/1999  Quorum = 10 members of good standing and present in person  
  or by proxy unless there are fewer than 10 members in good    
 standing, in which event a quorum would consist of a majority. 
   Term of office one year 
 
Amendment  Membership is no less than 3, no more than 20   
6/2002  Directors shall hold office for a term of 2 years, and until their   
  successors are chosen and have qualified.  Office holders may    
 serve a maximum of three successive terms. 
 
Amendment  Number and term of directors – not less than 3, not more than 20 
5/17/07 Terms staggered – 3 year terms, after two terms of three years, 
members must cycle off unless they hold or are elected to office or 
chairmanship of a committee.  May modify or suspend all or portions 
of term-limitation if approved by 2/3 vote. 
 
 Director Emeritus – for exceptional services.  Honorary lifetime 
appointment to recognize distinguished service.  May attend 
meetings, but not vote.  Not considered board members for 
determining maximum number of directors 
 
Officers – shall be elected.  May not hold more than one office. Shall 
serve 2 year term and after serving two consecutive terms, must 
rotate from office for at least one year. 
 
Amendment Enlarge Executive Committee membership – 3 or more members to 
8/28/07 exercise all corporate powers between meetings of Board. 
 
 No expenditures in excess of approved budget shall be made without 
approval.  $5000 or less by President. Between $5000 - $25,000, by 
Executive Committee. Exceeding more than $25,000 by majority of 
Board. 
 
  
Articles of Incorporation 
Amendment Article I – amend name to KID smART (instead of KID smART  
6/1999 Foundation). 
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Article VI – Board of Directors may levy such dues and assessments on 
the members of the corporation as it, in its discretion, deems 
appropriate; provided, however, that anyone who contribute $100 or 
more to the corporation shall be exempts from membership dues. 
 
Article VII – Board of Directors shall, prior to the annual meeting of 
the membership, fix the number of directors for the ensuing year.  The 
board shall be entitled to appoint or reappoint qualified individuals to 
fill a majority of the board seats.  The remaining directors shall be 
elected by the members of the corporation. 
 
 
 
Amendment  Membership becomes adult citizens of US who are elected or 
5/07    appointed members of the board of directors. 
   Directors shall hold office as set forth in by-laws. 
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Appendix E: 2009 Website Donation Page 
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Appendix F: Constant Contact Sample 
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Appendix G: 2009 Brochure 
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Appendix H: Closing Session Plan 
 
AXIS Closing Session Plan 
 
4:00-6:00 Focus groups and set up 
  3 concurrent focus groups from 4:00-5:00 and 5:00-6:00 (6 total) 
 We can use for focus groups:  café, board room, conference room  
 
6:00-8:00 Closing festivities 
 
   6:00-6:45 Great Hall- Food, drinks, and school tables set up.  
  School sharing- 3 groups of 3 schools each in 15 minute rotations   
Food on 2 circular tables in center 
1 rectangular table on left of entrance for beverages 
1 rectangular table on stage in auditorium for certificates, checks and badges 
20 6-8 foot tables for lesson presentation set up around perimeter 
  Each school gets 2 tables- label tables ahead of time 
Limited number of outlets available for laptops, etc.  
 
     6:45-7:30 Auditorium- presentation of certificates 
PowerPoint of images playing in the background screen on stage 
Overview of program, comments by special guest? 
Call up participants by school 
 
     7:30-8:00 Great Hall- Food, drink, school tables 
 
     8:00 Adjourn- NOMA closes 
 
NOMA has: 
(12) 6’ tables 
ice and ice chests for wine 
Trash cans 
 
Rent from Perrier: (they can deliver at 3:30 pm and set up in the Great Hall.  If delivered 
earlier they need to stay on the loading dock until 3:30).   
Round tables for food  
(10) 8’ tables 
All linens- (12) for 6’ tables, (2) for round tables, (10) for 8’ tables 
 
KID smART brings:  
Wine and wine opener 
Certificates 
Change Agent badges (packaged)  
Checks 
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Programs for the evening 
Signage for food, welcome, banner for outside? 
To do:  
Order food from Café Reconcile 
  Dinner, desert, salad, non-alcoholic beverages for 100 people 
  Deliver at 5:30pm 
Bartender/ server/ busser from Café Reconcile? 
Create checks, certificates, banner, signage 
Press release 
 
Invite 
Board 
City Council 
Administrators from schools and districts 
Charter board members 
Partners 
Email newsletter- general list 
Media release to media list 
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Appendix I: 2010 Form 990 
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Appendix J: 2012 Form 990 
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Appendix K: 2004 Annual Report 
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Appendix L: 2009 Annual Report 
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Appendix M: 2012 KID smART Executive Report 
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Vita 
 
Katherine Drinkwater was born in New Orleans, LA. After spending her formative years in 
Bettendorf, IA, she moved back to New Orleans, LA in 2004 to attend Loyola University of 
New Orleans. In May, 2007 Katherine received her Bachelor of Science degree in Music 
Industry Studies. She began working immediately in the non-profit sector as the 
Communications Director at the New Orleans Musicians Hurricane Relief Fund. She worked 
with the organization through name changes, and title changes, leaving as the Development 
& Marketing Director of Sweet Home New Orleans in 2011. She began the Arts 
Administrative Graduate Program at the University of New Orleans in 2008. She plans to 
graduate from this program in August, 2014. Katherine will continue working in the non-
profit sector in her role as Assistant Director of the United Way of Oxford & Lafayette 
County in Oxford, MS.   
